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X Inactivation: Pre- or Post-
Fertilisation Turn-off?
Anne C. Ferguson-Smith
Dosage compensation of X-linked genes in female
mammals occurs by inactivating one of the two X
chromosomes. Two recent studies have asked when
X inactivation first occurs, with different answers that
leave open the question: does X inactivation occur
before or after fertilisation?
In mammals, X chromosome expression is balanced in
females and males by shutting off one of the two X
chromosomes in each cell of a female [1]. This process
of X inactivation involves epigenetic regulation,
characterised by repressive modifications to DNA and
chromatin, late replication of the inactive X and the
expression of an untranslated RNA, Xist, which coats
one of the X chromosomes in cis and triggers silencing
[2,3]. In 1975, Takagi and Sasaki [4] first showed that X
inactivation in extra-embryonic tissues of a female
mouse is imprinted — the paternally inherited X chro-
mosome is exclusively inactivated in the cell lineages
giving rise to the placenta. In contrast, X-inactivation in
embryonic derivatives is random, with either the pater-
nal or the maternally inherited X becoming heritably
silenced. Two groups [5,6] have now addressed the
question of when inactivation of the paternal X actually
occurs in the mouse. The results provide insight into
the dynamic process of X chromosome inactivation
and suggest that it is governed by imprinting in all cells
during the earliest embryonic stages. Thereafter repro-
gramming occurs in the embryonic derivatives and X
inactivation becomes random.
From their results, Huynh and Lee [5] claim that one
X chromosome is already silent at the two-cell stage
when zygotic gene activation occurs, suggesting that
the X chromosomes are dosage compensated from
conception. Okamoto et al. [6], on the other hand, claim
that the paternally inherited X is initially active after fer-
tilisation, becoming inactivated from early cleavage
stages commencing around the four-cell stage of
development [6]. On the face of it, these studies appear
contradictory. A closer look, however, shows much of
the data reported in both papers are consistent, novel
and important, and this should not be overlooked.
Textbooks state that in female mammals, such as
mice or humans, one of the X chromosomes is
inactivated after the blastocyst has implanted in the
uterine wall [7]. This is consistent with the first
cytological evidence of an inactive X being visible
around the time of implantation [8]. Classic studies
using X-linked markers have identified products from
both the paternally and maternally inherited X
chromosomes at earlier stages [9]. These findings have
contributed to the prevailing view held for over 30
years, that X inactivation does not occur until around
or after implantation.
Nonetheless, transcriptional silencing of the XY biva-
lent during male meiosis is a well-established
phenomenon, raising the possibility that a still silent
paternal X can be inherited by the zygote upon
fertilisation [10]. Interestingly, although the inactivating
transcript Xist is present in germ cells, in Xist mutants,
meiotic sex chromosome inactivation still occurs [11].
This suggests that the paternal X is inactivated by a
Xist-independent mechanism in male meiotic germ
cells. After fertilisation, Xist expression commences at
the 2–4 cell stage and is exclusively expressed from
the paternally inherited X chromosome; Xist RNA coats
this chromosome and is required for its inactivation [2].
The ideal experiment for determining if and when, in
a female embryo, genes on the maternally (XM) and
paternally (XP) inherited X chromosomes are transcribed
would be to assess expression in an embryo directly
using the reverse transcriptase version of the poly-
merase chain reaction (RT-PCR) from the time of con-
ception through early cleavage stages to implantation.
This is technically very challenging; not only are tran-
scripts that are inherited from the egg present at the
earlier stages, but also each embryo needs to be sexed
and the expression of several genes needs to be mea-
sured in an embryo perhaps with as few as two cells.
Furthermore, hybrid embryos between two different
strains of mice harbouring identified polymorphisms
that distinguish the transcripts from the two X chromo-
somes must be used.
Huynh and Lee [5] did this to some extent and were
able to measure X-linked gene expression in embryos
as early as the 8–16 cell morula stage but not earlier.
They analysed the expression of a dozen genes
distributed along the X chromosome both proximal and
distal to the ‘X inactivation centre’ (the specific region
of the X shown to control most of the steps of X inacti-
vation). The results showed that, in female morulae,
expression occurred preferentially from XM. This
indicates that dosage compensation occurs earlier than
previously thought, at least as early as the 8–16 cell
stage. Interestingly, the authors found that the closer
the gene to the X inactivation centre, the greater the
XM:XP expression ratio. To me, these data suggest that
X inactivation is a progressive process along the XP —
the authors have beautifully achieved a snap-shot of a
process that is not yet finished. 
Taking a different approach, Okamoto et al. [6] also
found that X inactivation occurs earlier than had been
previously indicated. Using established chromatin-spe-
cific markers for an inactivating X chromosome —
hypermethylation or hypomethylation and hypoacetyla-
tion of specific lysine residues of core histones, and the
presence or absence of polycomb group proteins Eed
and Enx — they were able to detect an inactive XP in
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8–16 cell morulae. By the 32-cell stage, 90% of all
female cells analysed had an inactive XP. These two
studies show that X inactivation is evident as early as
after just four division cycles from the fertilized egg.
But neither of these approaches can tell us when the
XP chromosome is first inactivated, and to address this,
less direct approaches were taken. Okamoto et al. [6]
used the presence or absence of elongating RNA poly-
merase II as a marker of transcriptional activity/inactiv-
ity from the Xist-positive nuclear domain. Previously, in
ES cells, exclusion of polymerase II was found to be
one of the earliest X inactivation events. The authors
found that the 4-cell stage female embryo exhibits the
earliest evidence of RNA polymerase II exclusion,
though not all blastomeres showed exclusion. They
concluded that XP inactivation begins at the 4–8 cell
stage. This conclusion was confirmed using RNA
fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) to detect
nascent transcripts of the X-linked gene Chic1. At the
2-cell stage, when there was no exclusion of RNA 
polymerase II, Chic1 expression was detected from
both X chromosomes. 
Taking an alternative approach, Huynh and Lee [5]
used Cot-1 DNA, a probe for repetitive sequences, to
detect nascent RNA transcripts. Areas of transcriptional
inactivity, including the Xist-marked inactive X chromo-
some, were evident as Cot-1 ‘holes’. From the 2-cell
stage onwards, 83–100% of cells had a Cot-1 hole co-
incident with Xist positivity. This suggests that one X
chromosome is transcription-poor at this stage.
Because this is the time of onset of zygotic gene
transcription, the authors conclude that their data
indicate the XX preimplantation mouse embryo is largely
dosage compensated from the time of conception.
Okamoto et al. [6] found that an inactive XP is
maintained in the embryonic cells of isolated inner cell
masses at the early blastocyst stage. By the late
blastocyst stage, however, XP is reactivated in the
inner cell masses, allowing chromatin remodelling and
random X inactivation to proceed in the embryonic
derivatives. Similar in vivo results were independently
obtained by Mak et al. [12]. From their results obtained
with embryonic and trophoblast stem cells, Huynh and
Lee [5] drew the same conclusion. From a develop-
mental perspective, the key issue here is that XP is
inactive at the time when the trophectoderm and inner
cell mass lineages are being founded, believed to
occur at the 8–16 cell stage [13]. This results in
extraembryonic tissues having non-random imprinted
XP inactivation; later, after the trophectoderm lineage
is determined, pluripotent embryonic cells within the
inner cell mass are reprogrammed to have random X
inactivation (Figure 1).
The sole inconsistency between the two studies [5,6]
thus resides in whether XP enters the egg upon fertili-
sation in an inactive state, as Huynh and Lee [5] claim,
or is reactivated and then progressively inactivated,
starting around the 4-cell stage, as claimed by
Okamoto et al. [6] (Figure 1). Knowing when XP inacti-
vation occurs is important, because it has implications
for the mechanism of imprinted X chromosome silenc-
ing and the extent of pre-implantation genome repro-
gramming — issues relevant to our understanding of
the epigenetic control of genome function.
From these two new studies [5,6] two likely
mechanisms emerge. The first involves meiotic XP
silencing in the paternal germline which is carried over
into the zygote — a mechanism likely to be indepen-
dent of Xist. The alternative mechanism, proposed by
Okamoto et al. [6], involves Xist-dependent inactivation
of XP commencing at the 2–4 cell stage in response to
a germline-derived imprint. It will be interesting to
assess the pre-inactivation model in female zygotes
fathered by Xist deficient males. These conceptuses die
early in embryogenesis because they fail to undergo X
inactivation in the extraembryonic lineages [14]; early
cleavage stage embryos of this genotype would still,
however, be informative for assessing whether the pre-
inactivation hypothesis involves Xist; perhaps using
RNA-FISH for X-linked genes. The gradient of expres-
sion along XP observed by Huynh and Lee [5] suggests
a role for Xist in the pre-inactivation model. So although
technically challenging, it would be informative to
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Figure 1. Two models of imprinted X inactivation. 
(A) In the pre-inactivation model of Hyunh and Lee [5], the XP
retains most of its inactivity throughout preimplantation stages.
(B) In the zygotic inactivation model of Okamoto et al. [6], the
XP is active at the 2-cell stage, commencing re-inactivation
around the 4-cell stage and progressively acquiring full inacti-
vation status. In both models, the XP is fully inactivated by the
blastocyst stage, remaining so in trophectoderm lineages. The
epiblast cells of the inner cell mass (ICM) become repro-
grammed to have random X inactivation. Black ovals represent
an inactivated X and grey ovals, a mostly inactivated X. The
active XM is represented by a pink oval, and the active XP in
cells of the ICM is represented by a pale blue oval.
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compare the ratio of XM:XP transcripts at the 4–8 cell
stage with the published 8–16 cell stage data, and to
determine whether a gradient of silencing from the X
inactivation centre is also seen at the earlier stage. The
next instalment in this story is eagerly awaited.
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